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Synchronizing EU Renovation Efforts
The Renovation Wave plans to
improve the energy performance of
35 million buildings by 2030

Requiring a total investment of
nearly a trillion euros (€900 billion).

Gas energy consumption in EU buildings
Represents the highest share
of energy use in residential and
non-residential EU buildings

(36%).

Energy Efficiency - The jobs machine
€1 million

Investing
in upgrading the
energy efficiency of EU buildings stock
can create

19 new direct jobs

in the construction sector

Levering the Power of Green Equity
European residential buildings’ worth = €17 trillion
and are home to 220 million homeowner families.

€7 trillion of mortgages outstanding in Europe

€10 trillion of home equity against which owners
can borrow for their deep renovation by 2050.

Mortgage Portfolio Standards (MPS)

MPS is a regulatory mechanism where
banks pledge to work with their
clients to increase the energy
performance of the buildings which
back their mortgages along a sciencebased trajectory for their portfolio.

2021

MPS: The regulatory lever to get
mortgage lenders into renovation
Definition 36. (p. 41 EPBD recast)
'mortgage portfolio standards’ means mechanisms
incentivising mortgage lenders to increase the median
energy performance of the portfolio of buildings covered
by their mortgages and to encourage potential clients to
make their property more energy-performant along the
Union’s decarbonisation ambition and relevant energy
targets in the area of energy consumption in buildings,
relying on the definition of sustainable economic
activities in the EU Taxonomy.

By 2050, all red, orange and yellow must be green...
Distribution of EPC Label ratings (%) in Europe

Source: X-tendo (2020) & EU Building Stock Observatory (2020) Sources: University of Southampton (2021) & Openrent (2020)

It’s like Fleet Emissions Standards (FES)…
EU Directive 2019/631 established fleet-wide
CO2 portfolio emission performance
standards mandating:

Cars:

Expected results for 2030:
Reduce road transport CO2
emissions by 25%

15% CO2 emission reduction by 2025
37.5% reduction by 2030
Vans:
15% CO2 emission reduction by 2025

31% reduction by 2030.

Lifetime fuel savings
New cars - €1,100
New vans - €4,000

…or Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
which are responsible for half US renewables

*

Target percentages in
states represent the sum
total of all RPS resource
tiers, as applicable.
Source: Berkely Lab, 2021

EESC EPBD RECAST
mentions whole life-cycle emissions
+ questions the supply of finance

Funding MEPS:
EU policymakers will need to hear a drum-beat of
supportive messages and arguments that unveil how:

MPS can play a role to fund the delivery
of MEPS and other key policies

The EU Parliamentary review
process for EPBD is critical and
can improve MPS

MPS, mentioned by different
orgs in the EPBD recast

ITRE COMMITTEE
EPBD RECAST FURTHER DEFINES MPS
Definition 36. (p. 41 EPBD recast)
'mortgage portfolio standards’ means mechanisms requiring
any mortgage lenders including banks, investors, mortgage
debt holders, and any other relevant financial institutions to
increase the median energy performance of the portfolio of
buildings covered by their mortgages and to ensure affordable
and evidence-based solutions for their potential clients to
make their property more energy-performant and less carbon
emitting while factoring in improved solvency from energy
retrofit to assess the resulting debt ratio, with particular
regard to the worst performing buildings, in accordance with
the Union’s decarbonisation ambition and relevant energy
targets in the area of energy consumption and the life-cycle
GWP of buildings provided for in this Directive;

ITRE COMMITTEE
EPBD RECAST includes Delgated Acts
Amendment 178, Article 15 – paragraph 4 a (new)
4a. By ... [the date the date of transposition of this recast Directive], the Commission
shall adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 29 to supplement this
Directive by establishing a common methodology for mortgage portfolio standards
to align the energy and emissions performance of their portfolios with Union
climate targets.
The delegated act shall ensure that mortgage portfolio standards:
(a) guide investments into a zero emission building stock by 2050, including for
public buildings and in line with Eurostat guidance on the recording of Energy
Performance Contracts in government accounts;
(b) are in line with National Integrated Energy and Climate Plan trajectories and
reflect the urgency of delivering energy efficiency in the context of European energy
security; and
(c) specify the criteria for complementary measures to Mortgage Portfolio
Standards protective of low-income households, including both accuracy of the
creditworthiness assessment regarding energy efficient renovation benefits and
inclusion pathways for low-income households via complementary financial
instruments like grants and guarantee funds, in line with the Directive 2014/17/EU.

...AND ADDS A NEW REFERENCE TO
EUROPEAN RENOVATION LOAN (ERL)
Amendment 38, Recital 46 a (new)
'(46a) Member States should provide guarantees to financial
institutions, in order to promote targeted financial products,
grants and subsidies, for enhanced energy performance of
buildings for people in energy poverty, vulnerable and lowincome households, and other groups having difficulty to
access finances or get traditional mortgages. Member States
should ensure that those groups benefit from cost neutral
renovation schemes, for instance through fully subsidised
renovation schemes, or blends between grants and energy
performance contracting and on-bill schemes. At Union level,
special renovation instrument (the "EU Renovation Loan")
should be established to provide homeowners with access to
Union, long-term borrowing costs for deep renovation

The EU Renovation Loan (ERL) is a long-term (30 year)

financing with a zero coupon structure
Homeowners borrow the amount they
require to transform their home
through a deep renovation

They do not have to pay cash
interest until the property is
sold or transferred

The ERL supports vulnerable communities
The elderly with
reduced pensions

Young couple with a
mortgage and with no
savings

The ERL allows
homeowners without
savings and with
tight budgets

Address affordability
from a cash perspective

EESC on REPowerEU
Acknowledges Energy Poverty

ERL interest rates MUST be super-low:
If the deep renovation of an EU semi-detached
home costs €20,000 and the zero-coupon interest
rate was set at 1%

Then the borrower would have to
pay back around €27,000 (net of
distribution fees) in 30 years.

ERLs can be offered to underserved families
and backed by an EU-guarantee
Their interest would accrue at
EU borrowing costs (plus a small
spread)

+
Be distributed to "unbankable
households" through mortgage
lenders alongside top-up or
commercial mortgages

More benefits to homeowners and lower costs...
Customers benefit from a zero-coupon loan
As there are no cash interest payments
to make ERLs are also cheap to manage
for lenders; and

All the cash savings from lower
energy bills and associated operational
costs will be realised immediately.

An ERL would be backed by a backed by a
junior lien on the property
Supported by central bank liquidity for holders to
guarantee a secondary market for this asset.

+

Lenders can:

1. Make fees through ERL origination
2. Improve the creditworthiness of their clients
3. Green their mortgage books

Align with

The ERL can be introduced in the REPowerEU action plan
and resolve the renovation finance gap at the right scale:
Today, there are no EU banks are offering a
zerocoupon low cost deep renovation loan product.

The ERL can guarantee homeowners
cash savings immediately.
The ERL’s junior status and EU guarantee
makes it accessible to all homeowners.
At EU borrowing rates the rolled-up interest cost is likely to be
lower than the house price inflation over the next 30 years.

Retail banks can be more engaged to “green”
their existing mortgage portfolios
The existence of a bank distributed ERL
that provided customers enhanced credit
(positive cash from day 1)

+
That does not impact the expected
payments nor recovery of the existing
mortgage, and yet earns distribution fees
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